
(Lewis and Randall, 1961, p.137)

(Lewis and Randall, 1961, p.421)

Figure 15: The molar entropies S
o
at 25◦C for liquid water (H2O) and the main atmospheric gases (N2, O2,

CO2, Ar) published by Lewis and Randall (1961). Top: the Table 12-3 of (p.137) for the molar entropy of liquid

water H2O (16.73× 4.184 ≈ 70.00 J K−1 mol−1), together with the molar entropy for three of the main dry-air

atmospheric gases (N2, O2, CO2). Bottom: the Table 27-1 (p.421) for the molar entropy of the Argon noble

gaz (36.99× 4.184 ≈ 154.77± 0.8 J K−1 mol−1).
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(Lewis and Randall, 1961, p.400) (Lewis and Randall, 1961, p.401)

(Millero, 1983, p.35) (Robinson and Stokes, 1970, 1955, p.67)

Figure 16: Top: The molar entropy S
o
and speci�c heat at constant pressure C

o

p listed in the Tables 25-7 of

Lewis and Randall (1961, p.400-401) for most of the sea-salt anions and cations (at 298.15 K and relative to

S
◦
H
+ = 0). Bottom-left: The same sea-salts entropies as in Lewis and Randall (1961, p.400-401), but used in

Millero (1983, p.35) with 1 cal = 4.184 J ; Bottom-right: values of the � Conventional Ionic Entropies � (at

298.16 K and relative to S
◦
H
+ = 0) given in the Table 3.3 of Robinson and Stokes (1970, 1955, p.67) and given

for most of the sea-salt ions (in particular Na+, K+, Cl�, Br�, Mg2+) from Powell and Latimer (1951).
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Figure 17: A study of some thermodynamic properties of the SCICEX'96 (cast 43) CTD vertical pro�les available

on https: // www. nodc. noaa. gov/ archive/ arc0021/ 0000568/ 1. 1/ data/ 0-data/ SCICEX-96/ Exported%

20Data/ CTD043. EDF and corresponding to the Fig. 1 of Steele et al. (2004) with the draft pro�les recalled in the

top right panel.
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Figure 18: A study of the (std and abs) seawater entropies for 6 CTD pro�les available: 1) for "CTD-1-arctic"

"CTD-2-arctic" "CTD-3-arctic" and "CTD-1" pro�les in the subroutine gsw_mod_check_data.f90 in Feistel and

TEOS10 (2010) software; 2) for "CTD-E88-61" and "CTD-E88-64" in the document UNESCO-JPOTS (1991,

August 1982 tropical pro�les, Endeavour cruise 88, stations 61 and 64, Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, p.49, 51, 53).
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Figure 19: The � bulk salinity parts � of the seawater entropies for the same vertical pro�les shown in the Figs. 5,

computed by removing at each level the quantity 4217.4× ln [ (t+ 273.15) / 273.15 ], namely cw ln (T /T0 ) .
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Figure 20: The vertical pro�les (from 0 to 800 m depth) for the temperature ( t, in °C), the absolute salinity

(SA = 1.00488× Sp), and the � bulk salinity parts � of the seawater entropies for both the standard and absolute

(with a threshold of −1) versions of TEOS10 computed from the Fig. 19 (p.79) of Sverdrup et al. (1942) and the

dataset recalled (up to 800 m depth) in the Table 8.
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Figure 21: A study of the Salinity parts of the seawater entropies for various formulations.
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Figure 22: Entropies for dry-air (N2, O2, Ar, CO2 and water H2O) species plotted against the absolute tempera-

ture and computed at 1000 hPa. The calorimetric method
(∫ T

0
cp(T

′) d ln(T ′) +
∑

j L(Tj)/Tj

)
corresponds to the

coloured solid lines. The third-law hypothesis is applied at 0 K with zero entropies for all the solid phases, but
with the residual entropy of 189 J kg−1 K−1 for ice-Ih. The vertical jumps correspond to phase changes at Tj with
the phase-change enthalpies L(Tj) between solids phases (for N2 and O2), then from solid to liquid phases, then
from liquid to vapour phases. The statistical-physics values (black dashed lines) are computed from S = k ln(W )
and F = − k T ln(Z) for the vapour phases according to the method described in Chase (1998) for translational,
rotational, vibrational and electronic partition functions (Z).
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 23: A study of thermodynamic vertical pro�les computed from observations collected during the DYCOMS-

II (RF01) Stratocumulus (from the Figs. 1 of Zhu et al., 2005, p.2742, see the dataset in the Table 10). (a):

for the speci�c water contents in g kg−1 (qt = qv + ql, qv and 10 × ql); (b): for the absolute temperature in K

(T , in green), the dry-air potential temperature in K (θ, in violet) and other moist-air potential temperatures in

K (absolute in red and orange, �liquid-water� in black, �equivalent� in blue); (c): for several moist-air entropies

in J K−1 kg−1 (absolute in red and orange, �liquid-water� in black, �equivalent� in blue, with the corresponding

TEOS10 values in grey and green).
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Figure 24: The Fig. 5 of Marquet and Stevens (2022, p.1099). Vertical pro�les of θe, θl, and θs plotted for

half of the observed sounding of the �rst ASTEX Lagrangian experiment (with a shift of 2 K or 2 g/kg between

each pro�les). Stratocumulus (Sc) pro�les are colored blue, whereas cumulus (Cu) pro�les are colored black.

Transition pro�les between the two regimes are colored red, with the purple arrow indicating the deepening of the

PBL associated with the transition. The green arrows show the sign of the top-PBL jump for each variable and

for each regime: positive if tilted to the right, null if vertical, negative otherwise. The blue and red dashed boxes

have been added to highlight the isentropic regions where θs (and not θe) is constant despite the opposite vertical

gradients in θl and qt which compensate with the special value of λr given by the third law.
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Figure 25: A study of the Figs. 3 and 4 of Feistel et al. (2010a, p.101-103)...
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Figure 26: A study of the Figs. 19 and 20 of Feistel et al. (2010a, p.117-118)...
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